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THE SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR A CONVEX BODY
TO ENCLOSE ANOTHER IN R4
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(Communicated by Christopher Croke)

Abstract. We follow Hadwiger and Ren's ideas to estimate the kinematic mea-

sure of a convex body Dx with C2-boundary dDx moving inside another con-

vex body Do with the same kind of boundary dD0 under the isometry group G

in R4 . By using Chern and Yen's kinematic fundamental formula, C-S. Chen's

kinematic formula for the total square mean curvature JdD n dD H2 dv , and

some well-known results about the curvatures of the 2-dimensional intersection

submanifold ôDq n gdDx , we obtain a sufficient condition to guarantee that

one convex body can enclose another in R4 .

1. Introduction

Many mathematicians have been interested in getting sufficient conditions

to insure that a given domain Dx of surface area Fx, bounded by boundary

dDx, of volume Vx can be contained in a second domain Do of surface area

Fo, bounded by boundary dD0, of volume Vo in an «-dimensional Euclidean

space R" . The type of condition sought is meaningful if it is 'intrinsic' or

'extrinsic', i.e., if it only depends on the volumes of D0, Dx , the areas of the

boundaries dDo, dDx, and some curvature invariants of Do, Dx . Hadwiger
[4, 5] was first to use the method of integral geometry to obtain some sufficient

conditions for one domain to contain another in the Euclidean plane R2. Ren

[3] derived another condition in R2. It is natural to try to generalize Had-
wiger's theorem to higher-dimensional Euclidean space R" (n > 3). For a long

time (before Zhang [9] and our works [10-14]) there was no general result for

R" (n > 3). Even restricted results, with some strong conditions placed on

the two domains involved (for example, convexity and some topological condi-

tions), were not available. Hadwiger and Ren used Blaschke's and Poincaré's

formulas to estimate the kinematic measure of one domain moving into another

under rigid motions in R2 . However, there is no general Poincaré formula in

R" (n > 3) which can be used in our discussion. There is a general (or general-

ized) Blaschke's formula in R" [1], i.e., Chern and Yen's kinematic fundamen-

tal formula. Our strategy is to find another formula to substitute for Poincaré's
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formula, upon which Hadwiger and Ren's results in R2 are based. There are

some different extensions of Poincaré's formula [1], but none of them are ap-

plicable for the situation of R" . In [11] the author used C-S. Chen's formula

[6] to substitute for Poincaré's formula and obtained two different conditions

in R3 by estimating the arc length of the intersection curve dD0 n gdDx of
two boundaries dD0 and dDx of the two convex bodies involved. In [10] we

obtained a sufficient condition for «-dimensional (n > 4) Euclidean space R"

by using the kinematic formula for the total scalar curvature jaD n dD R dv of

the (n - 2)-dimensional submanifold dDo D gdDx to substitute for Poincaré's
formula. Later, we removed the convexity restriction on the domains and got

some analogues of Hadwiger's theorem in space R3 (see [12-14]).

In this paper we restrict our discussion to R4 . There the situation is very con-

crete, and there are some well-known results we can use for the 2-dimensional
intersection manifold dD0ri gdDx of two boundaries dD0 and dDx. We
use Chern and Yen's kinematic fundamental formula and Chen's general for-

mulas [1, 6] to substitute for Blaschke and Poincaré's formulas and obtain a

sufficient condition for R4. Our work is a direct application of the higher-

dimensional Chern and Yen's formula. For a discussion of the situation in R3

and R" (n > 4), see [10-14].

2. Preliminaries

Let Mp , Mq be a pair of closed submanifolds in Euclidean space R" . We

assume p + q > n + 1 so that generically Mp n gMq is a submanifold of
dimension p + q - n for every g £ G, the group of motions in W . Let M

be a submanifold of R" . The second fundamental form of M at x £ M is a
symmetric bilinear mapping

(1) T:MxxMx^M^,

where Mx is the tangent space of M at x and Mx is the normal space of M

at x. Let V be the covariant derivative of R" so that the directional derivative
of a vector field X along another Y is VyX. If M is immersed in R" and

X, Y are tangent to M, then at x £ M

(2) TXY = normal component of VxY with respect to Mx .

It can be verified that T is a symmetric bilinear tensor. We shall denote
the second fundamental form of Mp by Tp, where the superscript p is the
dimension of the submanifold. For a smooth curve C in R", Tx has the

following interpretation. Let t be a unit vector tangent to C; k = \\Ttlt\\

will be the curvature of C, and n = Txt/K will be the normal of C. These

definitions agree with the classical theory of curves in R3.
From now on, we assume that G is the isometry group in R" and dg

the kinematic density for R" . Let H(-) and /?(•), respectively, be the mean

curvature and scalar curvature of the submanifold. Assume x(Mm) is defined

by

(3) t(M-) = -^Om., /    H2(Mm)dv-        4 .„Om-x j    R(Mm)dv,
m+ 2 )Mm m(m + 2) JMm
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where Om is the surface area of the w-dimensional unit sphere and its value
is given by

27r(m+l)/2

°m = T((m+ l)/2f

Then C-S. Chen's theorem [6] says

/ T(MpngM")dg
J{g--(4) J{g : MT\gMi¿0}

= Co-c(Mp)F(Mq) + C2r(Mq)F(Mp),

where F(-) is the volume function and

x-.   _ On ' " " OoOq-\Op+q-n+\Op+q-n

°~ OoOp-XOpOq+xOq

f-i   _ Un " " ' (JpOp-lOp+q-n+lOp+q-n

2~ OoOq-XOqOp+xOp

In [2] the kinematic formula for

p2(Mm) =        l    ..R(Mm) =        l I   Rdv,
m(m-l) m(m-l)JMm

where m = dim M, reads

iP + Q
-^-- / R(Mp n gMq) dg
n)(P + q -n - i) Jig.MpngMi^}

Cq        Qp-i
^ = n(«    un R{Mp)F(Mq)P(p- l)Op+q-n-l

+   ,Cl ,,n°q'X    R(Mq)F(Mp).
q(q - 1) Op+q_n-\

Let H(Mm)  and R(Mm)  denote the total square of mean curvature and

total scalar curvature of Mm , respectively, i.e.,

(7) H(Mm)= I   H2(Mm)dv,        R(Mm)= I   R(Mm)dv.
JMm J Mm

After a little calculation, we obtain the kinematic formula

H(Mp n gMq) dgI{g :M'r\gM<i¿0}

_O_Op-\

(8)

(p + 2)(p + q-n)Op+q-n-X

<  P(p + Q~n + 2)H(Mp) - 4(" ~ ^ R(Mp)  F(Mq)

Cl_Oq-l

(q + 2)(p + q - n) Op+q-n-i

F(Mp).

+

q(p + q-n + 2)H(Mq) - ^—^-R(Mq)
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Let the boundary 3D of a convex body D be a hypersurface of class C2. It

is known that at each point of a hypersurface X in R" there are n - 1 principal

directions and n - 1 principal curvatures kx,k2, ... , k„_x . If dv denotes
the area element of 1 , then the rth integral of mean curvature is defined by

(9) Mr(l)=(n~1^      j{Kh,Kh,...  ,Kir}dv,

where {«:,-,, /c,2, ... , /c,,} denotes the rth elementary symmetric function of

the principal curvatures. In particular, Mo is the area, and Mn-X is a numerical

multiple of the degree of mapping of X into the unit hypersphere defined by

the field of normals. Let Do and Dx be two convex bodies in R" bounded by

the hypersurfaces dDo and dDx, which we assume to be of class C2 . (A/0),,

(Mx)i are the ith integrals of mean curvature of dDo and dDx, respectively.

For simplicity we will denote these by Mf and M\ . Chern and Yen's kinematic

fundamental formula [1] is

/
dg

I{g : DongD^0}

(10)

= 0,-2 —Ol On-x(Vo + Vx) + ^(hn+\M¡Mxn_2_h

h=0 ^ '

Let M be an «-dimensional closed submanifold in Euclidean space Rw , H

the mean curvature of M. Then we have B-Y. Chen's formula [7]

(11) I \H\ndv >0„.
JM

Equality holds in (11) precisely when M is embedded as an «-sphere of Rm .

3. Main theorem

Theorem 1. Let D, (i = 0, 1) be convex bodies in ^-dimensional Euclidean

space R4, with C2 boundaries dD¡, and let V¡, F¡, M'r, H¡, R¡ be the volume
of Di, the surface area of D¡, the rth integral of mean curvature of dD¡, the

total square mean curvature, and integral of scalar curvature of dD¡, respectively.
H¡ and R¡ represent, respectively, the mean curvature and scalar curvature of

dD¡. Then a sufficient condition for Do to contain Dx or for Dx to contain D0

is

(12)
[2n2(V0 +VX) + F0M¡ + FXM% + \ M?M¡]

-±[(lMo-Ro)Fx + (lSHx-Rx)F0]>0.

Moreover,

(1) if V\ > Vq, then Dx can contain D0;
(2) if Vx < Vo, then Dx can be contained in D0

This formula comes from estimating the kinematic measure of the set of rigid
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motions which move one convex body inside another in R4, i.e.,

m{g £ G : gDx C D0 or gD0 C Dx)

= I dg- j dg
J{g : D0ngD¡ ¿0} J{g: dD0ngdD¡ ¿0}

> 8n2 \2n2(V0 + Vx) + F0MJ + FXM¡ + ^M°MX

1 fsTT2

-—[(lWo-Ro)Fx + (lSHx-Rx)F0].

The equality holds if and only if the two convex bodies are balls.

4 The proof of the main result

First, we estimate the integral

(14) <t>= j dg.
J{g:dDongdDi^0}

For each g e G, the intersection dDo n gdDx may be composed of several

connected components, i.e., dDo n gdDx = Y,¡IX M¡, where each M¡ is a
connected closed surface and Ng is always finite and only depends on g. By

applying B-Y. Chen's formula (11) to our generic 2-dimensional submanifold
dD0 n gdDx we have

(15) I H2dv>4n.
JdD0ngdD¡

For fixed g, equality holds in (15) if and only if dD0 n gdDx is a 2-sphere in
R4 (B-Y. Chen [7]). If equality holds in (15) for every g then the two convex

bodies D0 and Dx must be balls (a result of P. Goodey [15, 16]). By (15) and
(8) we have

(16)

/ dg<  I (I H2dv) dg
J{g:dDí¡UgdD^Z} J{g:dDongdDlTi0}  XJdDongdDt /

¿Air*

[(l%Ho-Ro)Fx + (UHx-Rx)Fo],15

i.e.,

(17) <!>= / dg< ^-[(iSHo - R0)FX + (IWX - RX)F0].
J{g:dDor)gdDl7i0} 'J

Using Chern and Yen's formula (10) and (17) we obtain

m{g £ G : gDx C D0 or gD0 Q Dx}

= I dg- I dg
J{g : D0ngD¡ ¿0} J{g: dD0ngdD, ¿0}

> Sn2 \2n2(V0 +VX) + F0MJ + FXM% + 1m\°M¡

-l-^[(lWo-Ro)Fx + (lSHx-Rx)F0].
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As before, the case of equality in (16), i.e., (17) and (18), hold if the 2-
dimensional manifold dDo n gdDx is a 2-sphere in R4 (in particular, is con-

nected), and if this holds for almost every g then the convex bodies D0 and

Dx are balls. Equality in (18) has the same consequences.

5 Remarks

1. Let Do and Dx be two domains in R4 bounded by the hypersurfaces

dDo and dDx, which we assume to be of class C2. Denote by x(') the Euler-
Poincaré characteristic. We have Chern and Yen's kinematic formula [1]

/ x(DongDx)dg
J{g: DongD¡¿0}

(im =On-2-Ox On-X(x(Do)Vx + x(Dx)V0)

^E(«Il)^--2A=0  v /

Then we have

Theorem 2. Let D¡ (i = 0, 1) be two domains in 4-dimensionalEuclidean space

R4 bounded by the C2-smooth boundaries dD¡. Suppose that V¡, F¡ M\,
Hi, Ri, Hi, Rj areas in Theorem 1. Denote by /(•) the Euler-Poincaré

characteristic. Moreover, assume that for all rigid motion g £ G in R4,

X(DoC\gDx) < no, a finite integer. Then a sufficient condition for Dx to enclose,

or to be enclosed in, Do is

2n2(x(Do)Vx + x(Dx)V0) + F0M¡ + FXM* + \m*Mx

(2°) In
- ^[(18#o - h)Fx + (18//! - RX)F0] > 0.

Moreover,

(1) if Vx>Vo, then Dx can enclose D0;
(2) if Vx < Vq , then Dx can be enclosed in Do.

(20) comes from estimating the kinematic measure of one domain moving

into another under the rigid motions in R4 , i.e.,

m{g £ G : gDx c D0 or gD0 c Dx}

= 1 dg- I dg
J{g : D0r\gD¡ ¿0} J{g : dD0ngdD¡ ¿0}

(21) .   8tt_2

"o
\2n2(x(Do)Vx + x(Dx)V0) + F0MX + FXM% + -M°XM\

I6n2        - ~
- ^-[(ISHo - R0)FX + (18//, - RX)F0].

If Do and Dx are convex bodies, we have /(A)) = /(A) = X(Do n gDi) =

no = 1 and Theorem 2 becomes Theorem 1.
2. It would be interesting to remove the "smooth" restriction from the convex

bodies involved in Theorem 1. All the notions except H here are well defined
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for nonsmooth convex bodies. In fact, we can use Quermassintegrals to sub-

stitute for Mlr. If we could find other substitutions for H, the results in this

paper can be interpreted for arbitrary convex bodies. This is definitely worth

thinking about.
3. Of course, the sufficient conditions (12) and (20) are not necessary.
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